
Getting Ready To Train 
Before you can begin any kind of training, you must know what your puppy considers a pleasant 
association or consequence. The purpose of this assignment is to get to know your puppy's likes and 
dislikes a little better, so that you will always be prepared with a powerful treat when you need it.

• Using the form below, make a list of at least 20 things your puppy likes in what you think is 
her usual order of preference (bearing in mind that such preferences change according to 
circumstances, i.e., the turkey sandwich after Thanksgiving dinner). Some food possibilities 
are chicken, roast beef, hotdogs, jerky treats, Natural Balance puppy food, string cheese, 
cheese, fish, and even bagels. And you probably know whether she likes her normal kibble 
well enough to work for it. In thinking up (and testing on your puppy, of course) various 
kinds of food, bear in mind that the most efficient ones to deliver are soft foods (so you don't 
waste time waiting for her to crunch them up) that can be easily cut into tiny pieces. You can 
also include things other than food on your list, like fuzzy toys, squeaky ball, going out for a 
walk, chasing the tennis ball, and playing tug if your puppy likes them.

• In your training sessions before our next class, try to vary which of these treats you use, but 
don’t use her top 2 or 3 at all. Bring a supply of those to class each week.

• In order to make sure that these treats will be very potent for your puppy in class where 
they will have to compete with the intense stimulation of seeing other puppies, please do 
not feed your pup before class.

Rewards List 

1. 8. 15.

2. 9. 16.

3. 10. 17.

4. 11. 18.

5. 12. 19.

6. 13. 20.
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